Be ready for Spanish 2. Kick start your success with practice drills & games. 😊

You are responsible for knowing the material from Spanish 1 upon entry into Spanish 2.

Grammar and vocabulary will be reviewed the first two weeks of school. Would you like it be a breeze? Review throughout the summer, just five minutes a day or maybe a little more. Be honest with yourself; what do you need?

**Vocabulary:** From our textbook Descubre 1. Please begin by reviewing the flashcards, move to graded practice and then play all the games you would like.

Chapter 1: [Descubre 1 (Chapter 1)](https://wordwall.net/resource/53718708) || [Conjuguemos](https://wordwall.net/resource/53718708)

Chapter 2: [Descubre 1 (Chapter 2)](https://wordwall.net/resource/53720366) || [Conjuguemos](https://wordwall.net/resource/53720366)

Chapter 3: [Descubre 1 (Chapter 3)](https://wordwall.net/resource/53721114) || [Conjuguemos](https://wordwall.net/resource/53721114)

Chapter 4: [Descubre 1 (Chapter 4)](https://wordwall.net/resource/53721114) || [Conjuguemos](https://wordwall.net/resource/53721114)

**Grammar:** You need to know the meaning of the verbs that we used as vocabulary in Spanish 1 and how to conjugate them in the present tense.*Practice your verb meanings using these 3 Wordwalls: you can start with matching, then change to the other formats available (like quiz, game show etc...).

*The meanings of these verbs and conjugations will be the first few assessments (quizzes and test) in Spanish 2.*

https://wordwall.net/resource/53718708

https://wordwall.net/resource/53720366

https://wordwall.net/resource/53721114

**Practice your verb conjugations:**

Click graded practice and set the timer for five minutes. Conjugate at least 40 verbs. Can you score an 85% or higher? Challenge yourself. You will be grateful in August. 😊 (You can increase the time and the number of verbs).

**Present Tense (regular verbs only) || Conjuguemos**

**Present Tense (stem-changing verbs) || Conjuguemos**

**Other important topics:** Watch the videos as many times as needed. Complete the activities.

**Subject pronouns:** [Spanish Subject Pronouns - YouTube](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=example_video_id)

**Adjective agreement:** [60-Second Spanish Grammar: Adjective Agreement via The LEAF Project - YouTube](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=example_video_id), [Spanish Noun/Adjective Agreement #1 || Conjuguemos](https://wordwall.net/resource/53718708)

**Ser vs estar:** [SER vs. ESTAR ~ The only guide you’ll ever need! | Mi Camino Spanish™ - YouTube](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=example_video_id)

**Ser vs. Estar #1 || Conjuguemos**

**Ser vs. Estar #2 || Conjuguemos**

**You can’t go to Algebra without remembering how to add and subtract, and you can’t go to Spanish 2 without remembering the meanings and conjugations.**